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Computational Chemistry: 
Calculation of a reaction pathway 
 


Overview 


 Computational methods are becoming increasingly popular in all areas of 


chemistry.  The chief advantage of such methods is that they don’t rely on costly or toxic 


chemicals, but rather use completely theoretical methods to screen candidates for 


potential study.  Ruling out candidates and targeting only those that offer the most 


probably chances of success can save companies substantially large amounts of money in 


research and development costs. 


 


Computational methods come in several flavors.  Some focus on molecular structure to 


predict reactivity.  These can be useful for screening enzymes on the basis of their 


docking properties as candidates for catalyzing specific biologically important reactions.  


Another popular computational method focuses on vibrational force constants toward the 


end of prediction molecular geometries and energetics.  Other methods focus on the 


electronic structures of molecules and seek to predict molecular properties on the basis of 


molecular orbital structure.  Electronic structure methods can be classified in semi-


empirical methods and ab initio methods.  Semi-empirical methods rely on parameterized 


computations where the parameters are chosen such that the results are consistent with a 


number of experimental observations.  Ab initio methods differ in that computational 


methods are not parameterized, but rather are based on the “first principles” of quantum 


mechanics. 


 


As presented in the previous paragraph, the methods are increasingly expensive, but also 


are increasingly powerful in terms of predicting chemical properties.  Electronic structure 


methods in particular, are extremely expensive and as such are unpractical for use on 


exceedingly large molecules such as complex proteins.  Expense is determined in terms 


of the computational time and resources necessary to complete the calculations.  Some 


high-level calculations can take several months on a supercomputer to complete!  One of 


the main challenges of computational chemistry is to balance the complexity of a method 


with the quality of the results the method produces. 


 


In this experiment, we will examine a very simple chemical reaction (a bond cleavage 


reaction) using an ab intio electronic structure method.  The reaction below will be 


examined. 
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 The two types of calculations you will need to do for this experiment are geometry 


optimizations and frequency calculations.  A geometry optimization finds the molecular structure 


that gives the lowest possible energy.  A frequency calculation calculates the vibrational 


frequencies for a molecule in a given geometry. 


 


 As most computational chemistry packages do, Gaussian finds a minimum on the energy 


surface searching for a geometry for which the first derivatives of energy with respect to the 


structural parameters is zero. 
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Gaussian has several ways to check this criterion.  Nonetheless, there are problems with this 


criterion.  For example, an energy-maximum on the surface will satisfy the criterion just as well 


as a minimum.  A failed optimization generally does not find a maximum though.  It is however 


common to find a point on the surface that is a minimum in all directions except one.  This is 


called a saddle point.  The name comes from the shape of a saddle used in horse riding.  The 


saddle shows a minimum if you go from mane to tail, but it is a maximum if you go from stirrup 


to stirrup. 


 


To ensure that a geometry optimization does in fact find an energy-minimum, you should 


perform a frequency calculation using the optimized structure.  The vibrational frequencies are 


proportional to the second derivative of energy with respect to the coordinate describing the 


vibrational motion.  Thus, if all of the frequencies are positive, the surface is “concave up” in all 


directions and you can conclude that you are at a minimum on the surface.  Any negative 


frequencies indicate that the optimization ended on a saddle point.  Examining the motion 


involved in the negative frequency (or imaginary) vibrational mode can give you valuable clues 


as to how to adjust the geometry so as to optimize to a true minimum energy. 


 


Running a Gaussian job from the command line 
 


The input file for a Gaussian job is a flat ASCII file and can be created with any ASCII 


editor.  An example input file for a geometry optimization for water follows: 


 
#T HF/4-21G Opt(Z-matrix) 


 


water 


 


0  1 
O 


H   1   r 


H   1   r   2   a 


  Variables: 


r     1.09 


a   105.0 


 


 


The first line defines the calculation that is being requested.  The # sign begins the line 


(for reasons known only to Gaussian, Inc.)  T indicates a request for “terse” output.  Even terse 


output has a large amount of information!  HF/4-21g indicates a request for a calculation at the 
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Hartree-Fock level using the standard 4-21g basis set of atomic orbital functions.  The keyword 


“Opt” requests a geometry optimization and the parameter Z-matrix requests that the program 


retain the Z-matrix orientation and geometrical variables.  This is handy since the Z-matrix is 


defined in terms of useful variables such as bond-lengths and bond-angles and these are generally 


the structural parameters that are most interesting to chemists. 


 


After the job line, there is a blank line.  The blank line is important as the job line can 


take several lines for very complicated requests.  Gaussian will interpret everything up to the fist 


blank line as part of the job line.  After the blank line is a comment.  This will be printed in the 


output file, but does not effect the calculation in any way.  This is a very handy line to use to help 


identify which output file goes with which calculation.  After the comment comes another blank 


line. 


 


The next line gives the charge and spin multiplicity of the molecule.  For a neutral 


molecule, the charge is zero.  It would be positive for a cation and negative for an anion.  The 


spin multiplicity is given by (2S+1).  S is the quantum number for the total electron-spin angular 


momentum.  For a closed shell molecule (like water where all the electrons are paired in doubly 


occupied orbitals), S = 0 and the electron-spin wavefunction is called a singlet.  For a radical with 


one unpaired electron (like the methyl radical, CH3) S = ½ and the electron spin wavefunction is 


called a doublet.  For a molecule with two unpaired electrons that are in different orbitals (like the 


methine radical, CH2) S can be either 1 or 0.  Thus both singlet and triplet wavefunctions can 


arise from this type of configuration. 


 


The initial molecular structure is then given in Z-matrix format.  This format is useful 


because it gives the molecular geometry in terms of chemically meaningful parameters (such as 


bond-lengths and bond-angles.)  Unfortunately, it takes some practice to fully master creating and 


interpreting molecular structures written in this manner.  The first line of the Z-matrix indicates 


one atom in the molecule.  The second line gives a second atom, a number of an atom previously 


indicated and the distance to that atom.  In this case, atom number 1 is the oxygen atom and 


atoms 2 and 3 are the hydrogen atoms.  With larger molecules, the Z-matrix can get quite a bit 


more complex.  The third line indicates an atom, a number for a previously indicated atom and 


the corresponding distance to that atom, and a number for a second previously indicated atom and 


the angle defined by those three atoms in order.  If there were more atoms to be included in the 


molecule, an additional type of parameter called a dihedral angle would have to be indicated.  


This is the angle of rotation out of the plane defined by the first three atoms on the line.  A 


dihedral angle of 0 degrees indicates a “cis-“ conformation and a dihedral angle of 180 degrees 


indicates a “trans-“ configuration. 


 


In this example, the bond lengths and bond angles are indicated using variables whose 


values are defined in the last section of the input file.  This is handy since in subsequent 


calculations the values of bond lengths and angles may change, but the Z-matrix will remain the 


same.  Also, it can be seen that the structure for water as indicated here will be forced to have C2v 


symmetry since both H-O bonds are forced to have the same length.  This convenience is not 


trivial! 


 


 Once the geometry optimization has finished (indicated by the “Normal Termination of 


Gaussian09” line at the end of the output file, a frequency calculation should be run: 
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#T HF/4-21G Freq 


 


water 


 


0  1 
O 


H   1   r 


H   1   r   2   a 


  Variables: 


r     0.9678 


a   107.4253 


 
This job looks very similar to the first.  The keyword Freq is used to request a frequency 


calculation.  Note also how the structural parameter values have been changed to the optimized 


values. (Geometry optimization and frequency calculation can be requested in the same job by 


using the keywords “Opt Freq” on the job line.) 


 


 Now suppose you wished to map the energy surface for breaking an O-H bond in water.  


A convenient way to do this is to use a scan technique.  The geometry is optimized for each of 


several fixed values of for one of the OH bond lengths.  The input file for this calculation would 


look like this: 


 
#T HF/4-21G Opt(Z-matrix) NoSym 


 


water 


 


0  1 
O 


H   1   r1 


H   1   r2   2   a 


  Variables: 


r1    0.9678 


a   107.4253 


  Constants: 


r2     0.7   S   19   0.1 


 
This file actually requests 20 separate geometry optimization calculations.  The last two lines tell 


the program for fix the bond length r2 first at 0.7 Angstrom and optimize the other parameters, 


and then to do 19 more calculations in which r2 is increased by 0.1 Angstrom each time and the 


other parameters are optimized consistent with this constraint.  The NoSym keyword has been 


added to the job line so the computer will not stop if the symmetry of the molecule changes 


during the set of calculations.  As with any calculation, it is important to examine the results 


carefully to determine if the results are meaningful.  In this case, there is nothing in the input file 


which will ensure that the molecule will not dissociate into an OH
+
 cation and an H


-
 anion.  You 


must check to see if the dissociation products are reasonable.  Information in the output file such 


as spin densities and Mulliken charges can be very helpful in this determination.  Don’t place too 
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much trust in the results just because a computer generated them.  Sometimes the approximations 


used to make a calculation possible will lead to unreasonable results.  Remember that there is no 


substitute for a critical evaluation of your results . . . . ever! 


 
To run the job from the command line, issue the command: 


 


   g09 filename 


 


where the filename is the name of the input file containing the job to be run.  This command will 


cause Gaussian to do the calculation requested and write the results into an output file named 


filename.out.  It will also create a directory in your home directory with your login name and a 


project ID number.  This directory is where Gaussian will store all of the temporary files it uses 


during the calculation.  For example, a typical calculation can require the evaluation of hundreds 


of thousands of integrals.  Rather than evaluate them every time, Gaussian keeps a record in a 


scratch file so that it can reuse previous results if possible.  When the calculation finishes, this 


directory (and all of its contents) will be deleted.  This will tell you that the job has finished.  


Depending on the speed of the system, the job may take 10-20 seconds to complete.  Calculations 


on larger molecules will take longer.  Extremely complex calculations can take enormous 


amounts of time! 


 


 


Running a Gaussian job using WebMO 


 


An alternative to running jobs from the command line is to use the WebMO web-based 


interface.  To use this interface, point your browser to 


 


http://popeye.jsd.claremont.edu/~webmo/cgi-bin/login.cgi 


 


  
 


You will be greeted with a login dialog as show to the left in the above screen shots.  Enter you 


username and password.  Upon logging in, you should be taken to the “job manager” page 


(shown on the left above.  You will be given a number of choices on the next page.  Select create 


a new job and you will be taken to a page that is shown on the left below.  Clicking on the “Open 


Editor button opens a java applet that allows one to build a molecule visually using your mouse. 
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Using the fifth button from the top on the left side of the “editor” window, you can select an 


element, and then add it to the molecule by clicking in the builder area.  Bonds can be creating by 


clicking on an atom and dragging to the second atom in the bond.  The structure can be “cleaned 


up” by using the broom tool (eighth button from the top.)  This will use a built-in set of rules for 


bond lengths and angles to adjust your structure to something that is (perhaps) a reasonable 


starting structure. This toll will also “add hydrogens” to atoms which appear to have too few 


bonds.  An alternative is is use the wrench tool (nineth button down) which will do the same as 


the broom, but then apply molecular mechanics to pre-optimize the structure. 


Once you are happy with your structure, can move to the selection of “job options” by 


wither clicking the link to “job options” on the left, or using the right-pointing arrow on the 


bottom.  In the “job options” dialog,  you can select a job name, a calculation type, level of 


theory, basis set, the charge and spin multiplicity for your molecule.  If you check the “Preview 


Input File” box, you will be able to edit the input file further.  Clicking on “Submit job” takes you 


to the window shown on the right, where you can edit the input file.   
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Clicking the “Submit job” button submits the job to the computer to calculate the results.  This 


should also return you to the Job Manager screen.  Periodically hitting the refresh button will 


indicate when the job is complete. 


 


  
 


The Calculated quantities section shows a summary of some of the important results.  


Additionally, there are options to begin a new calculation using this structure as a starting point. 


 


Clicking on the “magnifying glass” icon after the job is complete will take the user to the results 


page.  Keep in mind that the WebMO interface was designed to be completely general, so some 


of the properties that are interesting must be located in the “raw output” file from Gaussian. The 


generalized summary given by WebMO is shown in the following figure for the job above.  
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As previously stated, some important information has to be found in the raw output file.  It is 


important that the user is able to view and interpret the results found in that file.  Clicking on the 


“raw output” link on the left provides access to this important information. 


 


For example, the optimized structural parameters are found in a box in the raw output file that 


looks like this: 


 
                        ---------------------------- 


                        !   Optimized Parameters   ! 


                        ! (Angstroms and Degrees)  ! 


  ----------------------                            ---------------------- 


  !      Name          Value   Derivative information (Atomic Units)     ! 


  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  !        r          0.9675   -DE/DX =    0.0003                        ! 


  !        a        107.4164   -DE/DX =    0.0001                        ! 


  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Additionally, it is useful to find the optimized energy as well.  This can be found by locating the 


last instance of the phase “SCF Done” before the “optimized parameters” box: 
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 SCF Done:  E(RHF) =  -75.8212070768     A.U. after    7 cycles 


  Convg  =    0.7853D-08             -V/T =  1.9998 


  S**2   =   0.0000 


 


The results of a “surface scan” are tabulated near the end of the Gaussian output file.  An example 


of such a table is shown below for the water surface-scan calculation listed previously. 


 
Summary of Optimized Potential Surface Scan 


                           1         2         3         4         5 


     Eigenvalues --   -75.68762 -75.78150 -75.81619 -75.82030 -75.80879 


           r1           0.95605   0.96103   0.96550   0.96915   0.97221 


           a          114.33196 111.67411 109.04648 106.59836 104.35855 


           r2           0.70000   0.80000   0.90000   1.00000   1.10000 


                           6         7         8         9        10 


     Eigenvalues --   -75.78942 -75.76625 -75.74153 -75.71657 -75.69216 


           r1           0.97473   0.97642   0.97767   0.97904   0.97995 


           a          102.30300 100.36964  98.70956  97.14178  95.55637 


           r2           1.20000   1.30000   1.40000   1.50000   1.60000 


                          11        12        13        14        15 


     Eigenvalues --   -75.66874 -75.64652 -75.62559 -75.60595 -75.58760 


           r1           0.98057   0.98103   0.98138   0.98166   0.98189 


           a           94.16212  92.85193  91.62605  90.49128  89.45665 


           r2           1.70000   1.80000   1.90000   2.00000   2.10000 


                          16        17        18        19        20 


     Eigenvalues --   -75.57049 -75.55457 -75.53980 -75.52612 -75.51349 


           r1           0.98210   0.98226   0.98243   0.98258   0.98272 


           a           88.53084  87.81585  87.12562  86.54076  86.07299 


           r2           2.20000   2.30000   2.40000   2.50000   2.60000 


 


 


It is useful to learn how to scan the output file and find the different types of information of 


interest in this exercise. 


 


 Sometimes a job will not work as hoped.  There are a couple of typical reasons why a 


calculation might fail.  Restarting a job with a little bit of tweaking can often get past the 


problem.  It takes a little bit of problem-solving skill to get things working when a job fails.  You 


must determine why the job failed and exactly what that means.  It could be a convergence failure 


that can be fixed by either relaxing the convergence criterion of increasing the number of 


iterations allowed to reach the convergence criterion.  Other things that can go wrong include a Z-


matrix parameter going out of range (like a bond angle increasing to greater than 180.0 degrees) 


or a symmetry property of the molecule changing (if the molecule changes from C2v to Cs 


symmetry for example.)  There are solutions to each of these problems.  Some tricks are easier 


than others and some may be inappropriate under certain conditions.  It takes a bit of skill as a 


scientist to work around difficulties as they come up.  Just be prepared for such eventualities and 


feel free to ask questions if you get stuck. 


 


Note: 1 hartree = 27.211 383 86 (68) eV = 2625.499 62 kJ/mol  


 


Generating molecular orbital images 


 


Molecular orbitals can also be visualized and analyzed qualitatively by saving and 


parsing the checkpoint file, formatting it with formchk and using cubegen, two utilities provided 
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in the Gaussian package.  The results can then be displayed using Jmol.  The procedure 


for this is as follows: 


 
1. Save the checkpoint file generated by Gaussian as the calculation is done by adding 


%chk=fname.chk (where fname.chk is the filename to be used for the saved 


checkpoint file) or by selecting the “save checkpoint file” on the Advanced tab of the 


Job Options window in WebMO.  The checkpoint file can then be downloaded as 


part of a tar archive of the relevent data for the job. 


 


2. Run formchk on the checkpoint file to produce a formatted checkpoint file that can 
be read by cubegen.  Formchk can be run from a command prompt using the 


following syntax: 


 
formchk fname.chk 


 


This produces a formatted checkpoint file with the filename fname.fch 


 


3. Parse the formatted checkpoint file with cubegen  to generate a gaussian cube file.  
From the command line, issue the command  


 
cubegen 0 MO=HOMO fname.fch HOMO.cub 0 h 


 


This produces a file named HOMO.cub which contains the information needed by 


Jmol to display the molecular orbital.  The keyword MO=HOMO (which generates data 


for the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)) can be changed to MO=LUMO or 


MO=ALL to generate the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) or all of the 


molecular orbitals that result from the calculation. 


 


4. Launch Jmol and load the molecular structure by dragging the Gaussian output file to 
the Jmol display pane and dropping it. 


 


5. Open the script box in Jmol (from the File menu) and enter the following command: 
 


isosurface SIGN CUTOFF 0.05 FILE "HOMO.cub" 


 


This will cause the molecular orbital to be displayed on the molecular framework and 


the user can rotate it as she or he would a regular molecule. 


 


This procedure was used to generate the picture of the 


HOMO for ethene, as calculated at the HF/6-31G(d) 


level.  If the procedure is repeated at several fixed bond 


lengths for the dissociating hydrogen from the ethyl 


radical, the formation of the π-orbital can be mapped as 


the dissociation occurs. 
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